From:  
Walter Tuvell, PhD  
836 Main St.  
Reading, MA 01867  
781-475-7254 (c)  
walt.tuvell@gmail.com  
http://JudicialMisconduct.US

To:  
CIGIE Integrity Committee

Subject:  
Complaint about DOJ OIG

COMPLAINT ABOUT DOJ OIG

This letter registers a Complaint with you — the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) Integrity Committee — pursuant to your statutory mandate (as expressed at https://www.ignet.gov/content/integrity-0), thusly: I hereby allege “wrong-doing” by the DOJ OIG.

BACKGROUND

We need not spend any time here on general background, because everything is already fully available (narrative story, plus official documentation, plus the communications/letters cited infra) on my website https://JudicialMisconduct.US,¹ and more specifically on the webpage https://JudicialMisconduct.US/CaseStudies/WETvIBM. You must familiarize yourself with that website/webpage in order to understand my instant Complaint.

¹ For example, the instant letter is available on the website, at http://JudicialMisconduct.US/sites/default/files/2019-08/CIGIELetter.pdf.
FOREGROUND

Given that background on my website (supra), the specifics of the instant Complaint may be found in the stream of recent communications/letters, beginning on May 15 2019 and continuing until the present (and beyond), located in the webpage section at https://JudicialMisconduct.US/CaseStudies/WETvIBM#dojfbipinproceedings.

In those communications (which you must review in detail!), you will see that I have made serious (and valid) criminal complaints against Federal Judges (and others). Yet, the authorized officials at DOJ (and elsewhere) — in particular FBI and PIN — refuse to take appropriate action, i.e., official investigation (or even acknowledge my complaints at all!). I have complained to DOJ OIG about this, but it also refuses to take appropriate action, i.e., prod FBI/PIN into action (or even acknowledge my complaints at all!).\(^2\) This is the wrongdoing of which I complain.

CONCLUSION

I keep repeating this, and you (all sworn/“trusted” government agencies/authorities) keep ignoring it: if anyone really wants to “solve” this case once-and-for-all (absent taking serious action on my complaints), he/she can do so very easily, merely by concisely explaining — truthfully — why my Complaint of judges’ criminality lacks merit. **If I’m wrong: simply state/prove why! Stop stonewalling/gaslighting/doubletalking/obfuscating/covering-up/lying‼**

---

\(^2\) To clarify: DOJ OIG has indeed acknowledged/replied about my secondary complaint concerning U.S. Attorney Andrew Lelling, but has said/done nothing about my primary complaint against Federal judges. And even so, DOJ OIG’s response to the Lelling complaint was to “pass the buck” to DOJ EOUSA, which then in turn responded with lies/stonewalling/gaslight — conjecturally just as DOJ OIG expected.
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Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury:

Walter Tuvell